
So you can't afford one ?

When I began casting bullets in the mid – 60's , my 1st obstacle was a way to size and lube 
the cast bullets so that they could be fired.  Purchasing a Lubri-sizer then, as it is today, is a 
fairly expensive proposition.  Maybe you can't afford a Lube- Sizer right now. Here is a way to 
get around spending that $150 right now.

If you have a mold and some Hornady g/c's , the rest of this is pennies and you'll end up with 
bullets that shoot groups as well ( or possibly better ) than those from your $150 lube sizer. 
The idea is to size all of your bullets to one size, this needs to be arrived at by slugging your 
bore and making certain that your bullets are .001 - .002 larger than the bore of the weapon.
I won't go into the “ ins and outs “ of slugging a barrel.  This information and details of the 
procedure can be obtained on the forum with a “ Search “ or from one of the knowledgeable 
forum members.
In revolvers you need to know what the diameter of the cylinder throats are and size to that 
dimension.
Once you've sized your bullets properly, you'll need a mechanism of putting bullet lube into 
the grooves of the bullet.  I'll explain with photos below an easy way to accomplish this.
I went to a “ Dollar Tree “ store and purchased a square metal cake pan made out of 
aluminum for you guessed it ? ?   $1.00 .  It is important to select a pan with a flat bottom and 
to select one that has sides on it about 2 inches high. 

The process explained in this article is for sizing and lubing .30 cal. cast bullets , but this 
process can easily be used for 8 mm, .35 cal. rifle and pistol bullets,  .41, .44 or .45 cal. cast 
bullets just as well.

You'll need to determine the size of cast bullet you want to fire out of your rifle or pistol. In my 
case, I shoot an awful lot of .310" dia. cast bullets in my 06's and 308 Win. rifles. So I took a .
310 dia. sized cast bullet and a a fired 30 / 06 case that would barely slide over the .310 dia. 
bullet with little or no resistance. 

Drill out the flash hole in the primer pocket of the cartridge case that you'll be turning into a “ 
Kake Cutter “. and put a 20 penny nail through that hole. Turn the head of the nail to about .
295 " , put a little wooden dowel on the end of the nail and your finished.



Here is the home -made “ Kake Cutter “ assembled , this tool will be used to remove the cast 
bullets from the solidified bullet lube :



Here is another view :



When casting bullets from different molds of the same caliber or changing bullet alloys slightly 
using the same mold, you'll encounter slight variations in the diameter of the bullets that 
you're casting.  You'll need an accurate and inexpensive way to size your cast bullets.  I like 
the Lee “ Push Thru “ sizing system.  It is a threaded die that fits in any conventional press 
that takes 7/8 X 14 threads.  The die comes with a push rod that pushes the cast bullet ( nose 
1st  ) into the sizing die.  This is an excellent sizing system because it will not size a bullet  “ off 
center “.   Expensive lubri-sizers will often times have mis-alignment between the nose punch 
and the sizing die, this mis-alignment sizes a cast on on side of the bullet more than the other 
side, destroying any hopes for accuracy.  The Lee Push through system will not do this to a 
cast bullet. I needed a .310 “ Lee Push Thru die for my .30 cal. Sizing, Lee didn't make one so 
I honed my .309 “ die out ( easy to do ) to .310”.  Here is a photo of the die that you'll need :





A nice added advantage of using the Lee Push thru “ Nose 1st “ system is there are no top 
punches to purchase for each bullet ( again saving you more money ),. 

Once you've sized several cast bullets to the proper dimension for your particular rifle or pistol 
the next step is to obtain some bullet lube.  There are many sources of bullet lube, home 
made lube, Mid-Way, Graffs, Mid-South Shooters Supply etc.  You'll need to obtain a hot plate 
, mine cost about $12 and has an adjustable heat control on it.  That is a good feature as you 
don't want to over heat the bullet lube.  You want to heat the lube slowly and only liquify the 
lube and then shut off the heat and put your sized cast bullets base down into the liquid bullet 
lube  .

Here is a photo of my sized cast bullets ( SAECO # 315 .30 cal , sized .310 with gas checks 
already installed )  that have been placed in the liquid bullet lube. In this photo, I'm waiting on 
the bullet lube to cool and solidify so that I can take my home made “ Kake Cutter “ and 
remove the bullets from the solidified bullet lube :

The next photo will allow you to see the style of hot plate that I've mentioned that has an 
adjustable heat control knob on it  :



The pan should be as near perfectly level as possible prior to placing bullets into the liquid 
bullet lube so that all bullets in the pan will have the same amount of lube in their lube rings.

Once the lube has solidified, you're ready to remove the bullets from the lube.  You'll use your 
home-made “ Kake Cutter “ to remove the bullets as you see in these photos :







I know you're asking the question, “ But do they shoot accurately ? “
The answer is a big resounding YES ! ! 

Here is a photo of a 5 shot group , fired at 50 yards that I fired with the bullets that you see 
above in my VZ-24 , heavy barrel 98' Mauser , 308 Win. :



You won't have to take a back seat to anyone's cast bullets in the accuracy dept using this 
system.

So there it is, get started and good shooting..............

Ben


